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STATEMENT OF FACTS

Parties to The Dispute

1. Vemma(“Claimant”), an airline holding company incorporated

pursuant to the laws of the Commonwealth of Bonooru, is the privatized

successor of Bonooru Air.

2. Mekar(“Respondent”), an developing country with low corruption

index score and limited judicial resources since post-independence.

3. In April 2014, Mekar and Bonooru signed CEPTA. The agreement

entered into force on 15 October 2014. Mekar and Bonooru agreed to

terminate the pre-existing BIT on 15 October 2014.

Vemma Acquires Caeli

4. As part of a privatisation program, Mekar decided to sell a controlling

stake in the State-owned Caeli Airways. Mekar set up a competitive

bidding process, securing bids from various airlines.

5. Vemma’s bid was successful and on 5 January 2011, Vemma acquired

an 85% stake in Caeli Airways. Mekar maintained 15% ownership

through Mekar Airservices Ltd.

6. Mekari officials cited Vemma’s competitively priced bid and

membership in the prestigious Moon Alliance as reasons for choosing

Vemma to turn Caeli Airways into a profitable enterprise.

Vemma Turns Caeli into a Profitable Airline
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7. Vemma invested significant capital into Caeli Airways. Within three

short years of taking over the control and management of Caeli, Vemma

turned Caeli into a venture generating net profit.

8. Caeli Airways’ pricing strategy expanded its consumer base. Akin to

other airlines such as Tui Airways, Airasia X, or WestJet, Caeli offered

prices below competitors to attract existing customers, and to expand the

overall consumer base by allowing more Mekari citizens to afford air

travel.

The CCM’s Anti-competitive Investigations

9. In its press release dated 9 September 2016, the CCM indicated its

intention to investigate whether Caeli had adopted predatory pricing

strategies with the aim of hindering competition on the domestic market.

As an interim measure, the CCM placed caps on Caeli Airways’ airfare to

prevent it from earning supra-competitive profits in the future.

10. In December 2016, the CCM launched another investigation into

Caeli’s business activities focusing specifically on price undercutting on

certain routes to and from Phenac International.

11. By the end of August 2018, the CCM concluded its First

Investigation.Accordingly, the CCM imposed a total penalty of MON 150

Million on Caeli and decided to keep the airline caps in place pending the

Second Investigation.

12. On 1 January 2019, the CCM completed its Second Investigation into
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Caeli.Consequently, a fine in the amount of MON 200 million was

imposed on Caeli Airways. The CCM also decided to continue to impose

airfare caps until Caeli Airways’ market share, with its fellow Moon

Alliance member factored in, were to fall below 40%.

13. The CCM lifted the applicable airfare caps in October 2019.

Mekar’s Economic Crisis

14. In late 2016, the MON began to nosedive. By March 2017, a currency

crisis ensued in Mekar.

15. Mekari authorities approved the denomination of airfare in US

Dollars for all airlines operating in its territory in October 2017.

16. With the economy in freefall, the LPM was elected back to an

overwhelming parliamentary majority in November 2017. In December

2017, as the macroeconomic situation in Mekar continued to deteriorate,

the new government approved various acts authorizing bailouts to

State-owned or controlled corporations, especially in the hydrocarbon

sector. It also shelved large parts of its ongoing privatisation programmes

and multiple enterprises in the tourism sector were re-nationalized.

Additionally, many foreign investors pulled out of Mekar’s market.

17. On 30 January 2018, Mekar’s government passed a decree requiring

all companies operating in the country to offer goods and services

denominated exclusively in MON; this nullified the short-lived

exemption granted to airlines.
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The Secretary of Civil Aviation’s Subsidies

18. On 25 September 2018, the President passed Executive Order 9-2018

(Annex VIII), granting subsidies to airlines for each Mekari citizen

travelling on board. Caeli Airways’ application for subsidies under this

Order was rejected by the Secretary.

19. Foreign airlines such as Star Wings and JetGreen, both owned by

holding groups from Arrakis, received subsidies under this program

despite having received subsidies from their home States greater than

Vemma received under the Horizon 2020 programme.

Hawthorne Group LLP’s Offer and the Arbitration

20. At the November 2019 meeting of Caeli Airways’ board,

representatives of Vemma announced their intention to sell their stake in

Caeli Airways, given the burgeoning liabilities of the enterprise. Vemma

secured an offer from Hawthorne Group LLP.

21. Mekar Airservices filed a request for arbitration on 11 February 2020

with the (“SCC”) Arbitration Institute. It requested the tribunal to find

that Vemma had failed to secure a bona fide third party offer under Article

39 of the Shareholders’ Agreement.Following a fast-track arbitration

procedure, the sole arbitrator rendered an award in favour of Mekar

Airservices on 9 May 2020.

22. On 1 August 2020, the Supreme Arbitrazh Court of Sinnograd set

aside the award (Annex XIII) pursuant to Vemma’s application.
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23. Vemma’s efforts between February and September 2020 failed to

yield another buyer for its shares. As a result, Vemma sold its stake in

Caeli to Mekar Airservices on 8 October 2020 for 400 million USD.

Simultaneously, it filed a notice of arbitration against Mekar on 15

November 2020 to seek compensation for its losses under the CEPTA.

Mekari Courts’ Proceedings

24. While Caeli’s claim against the CCM was registered on 27 March

2018, a hearing on interim measures was scheduled only in April 2019

due to a high volume of cases stemming from the economic crisis.

25. On 20 January 2019, representatives of Caeli appealed both orders of

the CCM in the Mekari courts. Caeli asked that this appeal be joined with

the April 2019 hearing on the airfare caps. The registrar denied this

request on 26 January 2019. The registrar subsequently scheduled an

initial hearing on the Competition Authority’s fines for May 2020.

26. On 15 June 2019, Justice VanDuzer released his interim decision on

the airfare caps, declining to remove them.

27. On 23 August 2020, the Court issued a ruling recognizing and

enforcing the 9 May 2020 award in Mekar (Annex XIV). Vemma

appealed the judgment before the Superior Court of Mekar, arguing that

the award could not be enforced once it was set aside at the seat of the

arbitration. On 25 September, the Superior Court dismissed Vemma’s

appeal (Annex XV).
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SUMMARYOFARGUMENTS

PROCEDURAL ISSUE: JURISDICTION

The Tribunal has jurisdiction over the present dispute pursuant to Article

9.16 of the CEPTA and Article 2 of the ICSID Additional Facility Rules.

Firstly, the Tribunal has jurisdiction ratione materiae as the legal dispute

is directly arising out of the investment. Secondly, the Tribunal has

jurisdiction ratione personae as the Claimant falls into the definition of

investor under Article 9.1 of the CEPTA and did not acted as a state agent

or discharge governmental functions. Lastly, the Tribunal has jurisdiction

ratione volutatis as there has been consent in the CEPTA.

PROCEDURAL ISSUE: ADMISSIBILITY

The Tribunal has the discretion to accept or reject an amici submission

pursuant to Article 9.19 of the CEPTA and Article 41 of the ICSID

Arbitration Facility Rules. The Tribunal should grant leave to the amicus

submission from the CBFI as it can assist the Tribunal with new

perspectives and has a significant interest in the proceeding. On the other

hand, the Tribunal should reject the amicus submission from the external

advisors to the CRPU as it falls out of the dispute.
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MERITS: FAIR AND EQUITABLE TREATMENT

The Respondent violated fair and equitable treatment under Article 9.9 of

the CEPTA. To specify, firstly, the measures implemented by the CCM

have constituted arbitrary and discriminatory conducts. Secondly, the

administrative proceedings implemented by the CCM have constituted

fundamental breach of due process including transparency. Thirdly, the

judicial proceedings implemented by Mekari courts have constituted

denial of justice. Fourthly, the refusal to grant subsidies to Caeli by the

Secretary of Civil Aviation constituted discriminatory conduct. Fifthly,

the Respondent failed to provide a stable legal framework and frustrated

the Claimant’s legitimate expectation. Lastly, the breach of the fair and

equitable treatment of the Respondent cannot be simply justified by the

right to regulate.

MERITS: COMPENSATION

The Respondent should compensate for its FET violations in fair market

value according to the full reparation principle under international law.

Besides, the most favoured nation treatment under Article 9.7 of the

CEPTA is applicable in this case, under which fair market value should be

the appropriate standard.
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ARGUMENTS

PROCEDURAL ISSUES

SUBMISSION 1: The Tribunal has jurisdiction over the present

dispute.

1. Pursuant to Article 9.16 of the CEPTA, if a dispute has not been

resolved through mutual agreement, an investor of a party may submit

a claim to Arbitration invoking this Tribunal’s jurisdiction under the

ICSID Additional Facility Rules.1Thus, this Tribunal may hear the

dispute if Claimant fulfills the requirements set forth by the CEPTA

and the ICSIDAdditional Facility Rules.

2. Presently, the Respondent argues that the Claimant is not entitled to

bring the present claims as the Claimant is a State-owned enterprise

qualifying as a State, rather than a national of a State under Article 2

of the ICSID Additional Facility Rules. This allegation is unfounded

since the Claimant falls into the scope of the definition of investor

under the CEPTA and does not discharge any governmental functions

during the investment. The Respondent further argued that this

Tribunal has no jurisdiction as the Respondent has not consented to

State-to-State arbitration with Bonooru under Chapter 9 of CEPTA.

However, this is irrelevant as the Respondent has consented to

Investor-to-State arbitration.

1 Moot Problem, the CEPTA, Article 9.16, ¶1,2.
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3. In response to the Respondent’s objection, the Claimant submits that

this Tribunal may hear this present dispute as this Tribunal has

jurisdiction (A) ratione materiae, (B) ratione personae, and (C)

ratione volutatis.

A.The Tribunal has jurisdiction ratione materiae.

4. Pursuant to Article 25(1) of the ICSID convention, According to

Article 25(1), the Tribunal’s jurisdiction is limited to the legal dispute

should arise directly out of an investment.

5. In this case, the legal dispute directly related to the treatment and

disposal of the Claimant’s investment in Caeli, satisfying this

criterion.

B. The Tribunal has jurisdiction ratione personae.

6. The Claimant submits that the Tribunal has jurisdiction ratione

personae as (1) the Claimant falls into the scope of investor in the

CEPTA and (2) the Claimant’s conducts were not attributable to

Bonooru.

1. The Claimant falls into the scope of investor in the CEPTA.

7. Pursuant to Article 9.1 of the CEPTA, the definition of investor reads

as follows:

Investor means a natural person with the nationality of a Party or an

enterprise with the nationality of a Party or seated in the territory of a

Party that seeks to make, is making or has made an investment in the
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territory of the other Party; For the purposes of this definition, an

enterprise of a Party is: (a) an enterprise that is constituted or organised

under the laws of that Party and has substantial business activities in the

territory of that Party; or...”

8. In this case, Vemma is an enterprise constituted under the laws of

Bonooru and has substantial business activities in Bonooru, thus

satisfying the definition of investor in CEPTA.

2. The Claimant’s conducts were not attributable to Bonooru.

9. When analyzing whether an investor’s behaviour is attributable to its

home state, the Borches standard is widely applied in international

investment arbitration jurisprudence.

10. According to the Borches standard first developed in the case CSOB v.

The Slovak Republic, the decisive test is whether the company is

acting as an agent for the government or is discharging essentially

governmental functions.

11. The Claimant submits that those elements are not satisfied in the

present case as (a) the Claimant did not act as a state agent during the

investment, and (b) the Claimant did not discharge essentially

governmental functions during the investment.

a. The Claimant did not act as a state agent during the

investment.

12. As is confirmed by the Tribunal in case Beijing Urban Construction
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Group v. Public of Yemen, the issue is not the corporate framework of

the State-owned enterprise, but whether it functions as an agent of the

State in the fact specific context.

13. In the present case, sufficient evidence show that Vemma did not act

as Bonooru's agent in its investment in Mekar.

14. Vemma is the successor of Bonooru Air and it has already

accomplished the privatization process.

15. Although it had mixed ownership structure, its activities are

independent and self-determining, in accordance with the principles

of free market competition.

16. To be more specific, Vemma's bidding was selected on its commercial

merits and advantages over other competitors, and its series of

investment activities and decisions makings such as pricing, choosing

routes and buying aircrafts are all based on the relevant market

conditions and profit maximization.

17. Therefore, Vemma acted as an private investor, but not a government

agent.

b. The Claimant did not discharge essentially governmental

functions during the investment.

18. As emaphasized by the case CSOB v. The Slovak Republic, the

tribunal held that exercise of basic government functions should be

decided by the nature of activity, but not their purpose.
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19. In response to the Respondent, while it cannot be denied that in

performing its investment activities, Vemma may subsequently

promote some general governmental policies or purposes of Bonooru,

however, the investment activities themselves were essentially

commercial rather than governmental in nature.

20. The Respondent claimed that Vemma's business models seem to more

benefit Bonooru than Vemma or Caeli themselves. However, such

assumptions have no grounds.

21. With significant capital input and effective commercial strategies,

Vemma turned Caeli into a venture generating net profit within three

short years. Therefore, Vemma's investment decisions in Mekar are

based on free-market principles rather than government intervention,

and its profits are gained through commercial strategies, but not any

administrative instructions from Bonooru.

22. Therefore, the Claimant did not discharge essentially governmental

functions during the investment.

C.The Tribunal has jurisdiction ratione volutatis.

23. Consent is a basic premise for the arbitration.Pursuant to Article 9.16

of the CEPTA, the consent in the CEPTA should be deemed to satisfy

the requirements of the ICSID Additional Facility Rules for written

consent of the parties to the dispute.

24. To conclude, the Tribunal has jurisdiction over the present matter.
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SUBMISSION 2: The Tribunal should grant the leave sought for

filing amici submission from the CBFI and reject the submission

from the external advisors to the CRPU.

25. Pursuant to Article 9.19 of the CEPTA and Article 41 of the ICSID

Arbitration Facility Rules, the Tribunal has the discretion to accept or

reject an amici submission. The Tribunal should consider (i) whether

the non-disputing party submission would assist the Tribunal in the

determination of a factual or legal issue related to the proceeding by

bringing a perspective, particular knowledge or insight that is

different from that of the disputing parties; (ii) whether the

non-disputing party submission would address a matter within the

scope of the dispute; and (iii) whether the non-disputing party has a

significant interest in the proceeding.

26. Considering the aforementioned standards, the Claimant submits that

(A) the Tribunal should grant leave to the amicus submission from the

CBFI, and (B) the Tribunal should reject the amicus submission from

the external advisors to the CRPU.

A. The Tribunal should grant leave to the amicus submission from

the CBFI.

27. The Tribunal should grant leave to the amicus submission from the

CBFI as (1) the CBFI submission falls into the scope of the dispute

and can assist the Tribunal with new perspectives on laws and facts,
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and (2) the CBFI members have significant interest in the proceeding.

1. The CBFI submission falls into the scope of the dispute and

can assist the Tribunal with new perspectives on laws and facts.

28. For the purpose of saving time and costs during the arbitral

proceedings, the non-disputing party’s submission should fall into the

scope of the dispute and should be helpful to the judgment of the

Tribunal.

29. The CBFI submission brought a novel perspective to the Tribunal

Firstly by providing Bonoori regulatory framework, free market

business landscape, and emphasizing the standing of State-linked

enterprises in investor-state dispute settlement.

30. This particular knowledge and insight is different from that of the

disputing parties, and can help this Tribunal in deciding the

jurisdiction issue.

2. The CBFI members have significant interest in the proceeding.

31. The Tribunal in case Eli Lilly and Company v. The Government of

Canada held that significant interest requests the amicus parties to

state that the outcome of the case may have impact on the rights and

principles they represent or defend.

32. In the present case, the CBFI is a non-profit industry association

representing Bonoori investors and speaking out their voice in front of

this Tribunal, with the aim to foster a strong, competitive economic
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environment that facilitates growth and development of Bonooru as

well as the Greater Narnian Region.

33. Furthermore, the decision in this case has significant impacts on the

rights of the investors, because the Tribunal's interpretation of the

dispute settlement provision can essentially effect the investor's

interests. Especially considering the fact that 38 members of the CBFI

hold investment rights in Mekar and 2 such members are currently

pursuing claims against the Federal Republic of Mekar similarly

under Chapter 9 of CEPTA.

34. Therefore, the amicus submission from the CBFI should be accepted.

B. The Tribunal should reject the amicus submission from the

external advisors to the CRPU as it falls out of the scope of the

dispute.

35. The non-disputing party's submission should address a matter within

the scope of the dispute, which is also consistent with the rule of

autonomy of the will and the consent between disputing parties.

36. However, the submission from the external advisors to the CRPU fails

to meet this threshold, because it mainly focus on the legality of

Vemma’s investment, which raises a new jurisdictional question for

the Tribunal instead of assisting it to solve the current issues raised by

the disputing parties.

37. Therefore, the amicus submission from the CBFI should be rejected.
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MERITS

SUBMISSION 3: The Respondent has violated fair and equitable

treatment under Article 9.9 of the CEPTA.

38. Under Article 4 of ARSIWA, any conduct of a state organ shall be

considered an act of the state under international law whether the

organ exercises legislative, executive, judicial, or any other

functions.2 Therefore, the conducts of the CCM, Mekari courts, the

Secretary of Civil Aviation and the government of the Respondent are

attributable to Mekar. Besides, pursuant to Article 11 of ARSIWA, a

conduct should be considered an act of the State under international

law if and to the extent that the State acknowledges and adopts the

conduct in question as its own.3 Presently, the Respondent has agreed

to accept that all actions taken by Mekar Airservices Ltd. were at all

material times attributable to Mekar.4

39. Having established that the conducts of the above organs and

company are attributable to Mekar, the Claimant submits that these

conducts have violated FET contained in Article 9.9 of the CEPTA.

The provision reads as follows:

2 ARSIWA, Article 4.
3 ARSIWA, Article 11.
4 Moot Problem, Procedural Order 1, ¶17.
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“Each Party shall accord in its territory to covered investments of the other Party and
to investors with respect to their covered investments fair and equitable treatment and

full protection and security in accordance with paragraphs 2 through 7.”5

40. Interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to

be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in light of its

object and purpose,6 along with State practice and judicial or arbitral

case law7, Article 9.9 impose imposes several obligations for the

Respondent.

41. The Claimant submits that the Respondent violated these obligations

as (A) The measures implemented by the CCM have constituted

arbitrary and discriminatory conducts; (B) The administrative

proceedings implemented by the CCM have constituted fundamental

breach of due process including transparency; (C) The judicial

proceedings implemented by Mekari courts have constituted denial of

justice; (D) The refusal to grant subsidies to Caeli by the Secretary of

Civil Aviation constituted discriminatory conduct; (E) The

Respondent failed to provide a stable legal framework and frustrated

the Claimant’s legitimate expectations; (F) The breach of the fair and

equitable treatment of the Respondent cannot be simply justified by

the right to regulate.

5 Moot Problem, the CEPTA, Article 9.9, ¶1.
6 VCLT, Article 31, ¶1.
7 ADF, para. 184; see also Mondev, para. 119.
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A. The measures implemented by the CCM have constituted

arbitrary and discriminatory conducts under paragraph 2(c), Article

9.9 of the CEPTA.

42. Arbitrary and discriminatory conducts violate FET.8 Arbitrary is

characterised as “[d]epending on individual discretion; ... founded on

prejudice or preference rather than on reason or fact”.9 Pursuant to

paragraph 3, Article 9.9 of the CEPTA, when applying the above FET

obligation, the investor’s legitimate expectation should also be taken

into consideration.10

43. The Claimant submits that (1) the First Investigation of the CCM was

arbitrary and frustrated the Claimant’s legitimate expectation; (2) the

Second Investigation of the CCM was arbitrary and frustrated the

Claimant’s legitimate expectation; (3) the decision to stay the airfare

caps during the economic crisis of the CCM was arbitrary and

disproportionate.

1. The First Investigation of the CCM was arbitrary and

frustrated the Claimant’s legitimate expectation.

44. Pursuant to paragraph 3, Article 9.9 of the CEPTA, a legitimate

expectation is created when the State made a specific representation

to an investor to induce a covered investment, upon which the

investor relied in deciding to make or maintain the covered
8 Moot Problem, the CEPTA, Article 9.9, ¶2(c).
9 Garner (ed.).
10 Moot Problem, the CEPTA, Article 9.9, ¶3.
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investment.11 Arbitral practice confirms that specific representations

made by the host state are capable of generating legitimate

expectations and must be protected under the FET if they are later

repudiated by the state.12

45. Those elements are fulfilled in the present case as (a) the Claimant

legitimately expected no anti-competitive concerns arising from low

or mid-level cooperation among Moon Alliance members, and (b) the

CCM’s First Investigation frustrated the legitimate expectation.

a. The Claimant legitimately expected no anti-competitive

concerns arising from low or mid-level cooperation among

MoonAlliance members.

46. For specific representation to give rise to legitimate expectations, the

promise made by host state must be unambiguous13 and sufficiently

specific to the investor.14

47. In the present case, Vemma’s connection to the Moon Alliance has

been a selling feature of Vemma’s bid to acquire Caeli.15 In the

CCM’s approval decision of March 2011 concerning to Vemma’s

investment, the CCM highly acknowledged the advantages of Caeli’s

partnership with Moon Alliance and clearly notified that only

11 Moot Problem, the CEPTA, Article 9.9, ¶3.
12 Parkerings, ¶98; Glamis Gold, ¶799.
13 Feldman, ¶148.
14 El Paso, ¶¶375, 376; Total, ¶119; Thunderbird, ¶147.
15 Moot Problem, Notice of Arbitration, ¶13.
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high-level co-operation on competition parameters such as prices,

schedules, capacity, facilities, and other sensitive information with

MoonAlliance members may be prohibited.16

48. On the other hand, it gave the Claimant a reasonable and legitimate

expectation that Caeli could cooperate with its Moon Alliance

members on low or mid-level, which would not raise anti-competitive

concerns.17

b. The CCM’s First Investigation frustrated the legitimate

expectation.

49. Pursuant to the amend MRTP Act, the CCM was not permitted to

initiate an investigation against Caeli Airways when Caeli’s market

share was only 43%.18 Even if discretion may be exercised by the

CCM in industries that require special attention to open an

investigation where a corporation owns a lower market share, such

use of discretion should be exceptionally rare19 and should not be

implemented in a way that would be unfair or inequitable to foreign

investors.20

50. However, to justify the initiation of the First Investigation, the CCM

mistakenly accounted Caeli’s market share in conjunction with its

16 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶25.
17 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶37.
18 Moot Problem, Annex V, the Amended MRTPAct, ¶2(a); Moot Problem, Statement of
Uncontested Facts, ¶36.
19 Moot Problem, Annex V, the Amended MRTPAct, ¶2(a).
20 Roland Klager，FET in International Investment LAW, P164.
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Moon Alliance partner, Royal Narnian,21 arbitrarily ignoring the

current industry consensus that airline alliances are not cartels or

monopolies.22 Moreover, the slot-trading is quite common in global

airline industry and does not fall into the categories of high-level

co-operation prohibited in the above-mentioned 2011 undertaking.

51. Therefore, the conclusion of the CCM’s First Investigation and the

consequent serious fines of 150 million MON23 were unforeseen and

frustrated the Claimant’s legitimate expectation.

2. The Second Investigation of the CCM was arbitrary and

frustrated the Claimant’s legitimate expectation.

52. Relating to the legitimacy of the investor’s expectations, the Tribunal

in case Parkerings-Compagniet AS v. Lithuania held that it is

necessary to analyse not only an explicit promise or implicit

representation received from the host state, but also the circumstances

surrounding the conclusion of the agreement and the conduct of the

state at the time of the investment.24

53. Those elements are fulfilled in the present case as (a) the Claimant

legitimately expected no anti-competitive concerns arising from its

privileges at Phenac International Airport, and (b) The CCM’s Second

21 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶36.
22 Moot Problem, Annex IX, Aviation Analytics June 7, 2019, ¶5.
23 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶36.
24 See Parkerings Compagniet AS v. Lithuania, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/8 (Award of 11
September 2007), at paras. 331 333; similarly, see EDF (Services) Ltd v. Romania (above fn.
454), at paras. 216 219.
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Investigation frustrated the legitimate expectation.

a. The Claimant legitimately expected no anti-competitive

concerns arising from its privileges at Phenac International

Airport.

54. When making the investment, the Claimant had a legitimate

expectation that it would enjoy the privileges and profits at Phenac

International Airport and its normal business operations would not be

deemed anti-competitive behaviors. This is apparent in several

aspects as shown below.

55. Firstly, there was an explicit representation to induce the Claimant’s

investment. Before the investment was made, Caeli’s core assets were

marketed to the Claimant by the managing director of Mekar

Airservices Ltd..25 These core privileges include the valuable slots,

the profitable ground handling company and the well-equipped

technical base, all of which stemmed from the superior location of the

Phenac International Airport.26

56. Secondly, the privileges at the Phenac International Airport was a key

factor for the investment decision. When concluding the contracts, the

Claimant emphasized that Caeli had the largest repair and storage

facilities at Phenac International Airport, which made this investment

lucrative and offered the investor unparalleled access to Mekar’s

25 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶21.
26 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶21.
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airline market.27

57. Thirdly, the surrounding circumstances surrounding and the conduct

of the state further reflected that the Claimant would not make the

investment without the privileges at the Phenac International Airport.

The investment in Caeli was not that smooth at the beginning, given

that the privatisation of Caeli was accompanied with governmental

change, and Mekar’s first two attempts at restructuring both failed for

the legacy issues of debt liabilities.28 In other words, it was the

privileges at the Phenac International Airport that made this third

attempt successful, for which the Claimant would agree to accept the

remaining debt liability from Caeli.

58. All the facts show that the Claimant legitimately expected it could

enjoy Caeli’s privileges at Phenac International Airport and the

consequent competitive advantages over its rivals.

b. The CCM’s Second Investigation frustrated the legitimate

expectation.

59. Although the privileges at Phenac International Airport naturally

equipped Caeli with competitive advantages, including the pricing

strategy, the CCM mistakenly consider the normal business

operations as anti-competitive behaviors.29

60. What’s more, the CCM’s explanations for Caeli’s anti-competitive
27 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶23.
28 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶21.
29 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶49.
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behaviour were groundless. The CCM contended that Caeli

introduced excessive low prices only on routes to and from Phenac

International with the intention to run competitors out of the market.30

Nevertheless, Caeli did not enjoy any dominance on a broader

short-distance transportation market objectively, and did not intent to

push any nonexistent competitors out of the long-haul market

subjectively.31

61. Therefore, the conclusion of the CCM’s Second Investigation and the

consequent serious fines of 200 million MON32 were unforeseen and

frustrated the Claimant’s legitimate expectation.

3. The decision to stay the airfare caps during the economic crisis

of the CCM was arbitrary and disproportionate.

62. As has been widely applied in arbitral jurisprudence33, the

proportionality test can provide a structured reasoning for the

Tribunal to access the arbitrariness of a measure.34 The

proportionality analysis consists of three steps as follows:35 firstly,

the adopted measure is suitable to achieve the objective it pursues

(suitability); secondly, the suitable measure must be necessary to

30 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶49.
31 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶38.
32 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶36.
33 S.D. Myers Inc. v. Canada,at para. 263; Pope & Talbot Inc. v. Canada,at para.155; BG
Group Plc. v. Argentina,at para. 342; EDF (Services) Ltd v. Romania, at para. 293.
34 Confer O. Corten, ‘The Notion of “Reasonable” in International Law’, ICLQ 48 (1999),, pp.
621 623.
35 K. Hesse, Grundzu¨ge des Verfassungsrechts der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, 20th edn
(1995), p. 142; and J. Schwarze, European Administrative Law, rev. 1st edn (2006), p. 687.
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achieve the objective (necessity); thirdly, the effects of the adopted

measure are not disproportionate in relation to other rights and

interests affected and that a fair balance between the competing

interests is established.

63. Pursuant to the amend MRTP Act, the interim measure implemented

by the CCM must be proportionate to the infringement committed and

only to the extent necessary to bring the infringement effectively to an

end.36

64. In this case, as an interim measure, the CCM’s airfare caps towards

Caeli was not proportionate to the infringement. At the beginning, the

airfare caps were reasonably set to prevent Caeli from earning

supra-competitive profits.37 However, after 2016, when the currency

crisis happened in Mekar, the CCM still maintained the airfare caps,

which hurt the profitability for Caeli significantly, as Caeli cannot

raise the prices of the tickets to adapt with the horribly-rising inflating

rate.38 Therefore, the negative affects of the interim measure has far

exceeded its initial purpose. And there existed an less restrictive

alternative measure, namely to adapt the airfare caps with the actual

inflation rate, however, the CCM refused to do so.39

65. Therefore, the CCM’s decision to maintain airfare caps during the

36 Moot Problem, Annex V, the Amended MRTPAct, ¶4(d).
37 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶37.
38 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶42.
39 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶43.
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economic crisis was disproportionate and arbitrary.

B. The administrative proceedings implemented by the CCM have

constituted fundamental breach of due process including

transparency under paragraph 2(b), Article 9.9 of the CEPTA.

66. Fundamental breach of due process including a fundamental breach of

transparency, in judicial and administrative proceedings violates

FET.40

67. As for the concept of due process, in case ADC Affiliate Ltd and

others v. Hungary, the Tribunal held that due process of law demands

an actual and substantive legal procedure for a foreign investor to

raise its claims against the depriving actions already taken or about to

be taken against it. Some basic legal mechanisms, such as reasonable

advance notice, a fair hearing and an unbiased and impartial

adjudicator to assess the actions in dispute, are expected to be readily

available and accessible to the investor to make such legal procedure

meaningful. In general, the legal procedure must be of a nature to

grant an affected investor a reasonable chance within a reasonable

time to claim its legitimate rights and have its claims heard. If no

legal procedure of such nature exists at all, the argument that “the

actions are taken under due process of law” rings hollow.41

68. And as for transparency, at a most general level, a legal system may

40 Moot Problem, the CEPTA, Article 9.9, ¶2(b).
41 ADCAffifiliate Ltd and ADC &ADMC Management Ltd v. Hungary, at para. 435.
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be deemed transparent if its legal texts are clear, unambiguous and

readily accessible, if the relevant information is provided in order to

foresee the government’s activities and policies, and if clear

procedures are available, by means of which compliance to the

announced rules and policies may be reviewed.42

69. In the present case, the CCM did not provide Caeli with any

notification,43 or any access to have its claims heard before and after

the investigation and the interim measure,44 which constitutes

fundamental breach of due process including transparency.

C. The judicial proceedings implemented by Mekari courts have

constituted denial of justice under paragraph 2(a), Article 9.9 of the

CEPTA.

70. Denial of justice in criminal, civil or administrative proceedings

violates FET.45 Although the meaning of the term‘denial of justice’

does not follow a clear-cut definition, an impression is given by

Article 9 of the 1929 Harvard Research Draft on the Law of State

Responsibility:

“Denial of justice exists when there is a denial, unwarranted delay or obstruction of

access to courts, gross deficiency in the administration of judicial or remedial process,

failure to provide those guarantees which are generally considered indispensable to

42 C. S. Zoellner, ‘Transparency: AnAnalysis of an Evolving Fundamental Principle in
International Economic Law’, Mich. J. Int’l L. 27 (2006), pp. 583 585; and P. Craig, EU
Administrative Law (2006), pp. 350 351.
43 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶36.
44 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶42.
45 Moot Problem, the CEPTA, Article 9.9, ¶2(a).
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the proper administration of justice or a manifestly unjust judgment.”46

71. As the domestic remedies have been exhausted,47 the Claimant

submits that the Respondent violated the aforementioned obligations

as Mekari courts denied justice when (1) significantly implementing

an undue delay; (2) releasing a manifestly unjust award; (3)

obstructing the access to courts; and (4) unlawfully recognizing and

enforcing an arbitration award.

1. Mekari courts denied justice when significantly implementing

an undue delay.

72. In case Victor Pey Casado and others v. Chile, in its analysis on fair

and equitable treatment, the tribunal affirmed that it comprised

aspects of procedural fairness and the commitment not to deny justice

to foreign investors.The tribunal then ascertained that extraordinarily

long protraction in a court procedure constituted one of the classical

forms of committing a denial of justice.48

73. In the present case, when Caeli accused the CCM’s arbitrary decisions,

Mekari courts delayed the hearing for a year.49

74. The Respondent contends that there was no delay at all given that a

year was much shorter than the average time in commercial matters

46 E. M. Borchard, ‘The Law of Responsibility of States for Damage Done in their Territory
to the Person or Property of Foreigners’, AJIL Spec. Suppl. 23 (1929), p. 131 at p. 173. On
the development of denial of justice, see also Focarelli (above fn. 939), mnn. 4 10.
47 Loewen Group Inc. and Raymond L. Loewen v. United States, at paras. 158 164.
48 Victor Pey Casado and Pre´sident Allende Foundation v. Chile, at paras. 656 657 659.
49 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶44.
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due to its inefficient judicial system and preference to criminal

matters.50

75. However, the exercise of domestic power cannot be the excuse to

evade from international minimum obligations,51 especially

considering that the matter was very urgent in the circumstance of

economic crisis and Caeli was suffering a great loss due to the CCM’s

arbitrary measures.

2. Mekari courts denied justice when releasing a manifestly

unjust award.

76. The Tribunal in case Loewen Group Inc. and others v. United States

held that the procedural defects of the trial and its resultant verdict

were thus “clearly improper and discreditable” and could not conform

to treatment that could be considered fair and equitable.52

77. In the present case, when the hearing was finally arranged by the

court, it made a unjust award, namely to continuously stay the airfare

caps during the economic crisis, whose arbitrariness has been

discussed above.The Claimant submits that this result has reached the

standard of “clearly improper and discreditable”.

3. Mekari courts denied justice when obstructing the access to

courts.

50 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶45.
51 Moot Problem, the CEPTA, Article 9.9, ¶6.
52 Loewen Group Inc. and Raymond L. Loewen v. United States, at para. 136.
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78. Obstruction of access to courts is another typical form of denial of

justice.

79. In this case, after such unjust award, Mekari courts did not provide

Caeli with the basic right to appeal.53

80. The Respondent asserted that under Executive Order 5-2014, a court

has the ability to dismiss without a case by way of summary judgment

where the judge finds there is very little chance of success on merits

to alleviate the backlog in Mekari courts.54

81. Again, the domestic law cannot provide excuse for evading

international obligations. Even if the domestic condition is considered

by the Tribunal, noting that Caeli did not have any anti-competitive

behaviors, the chance of success on merits was actually high.

82. Therefore, such delay and obstruction of the justice and the

manifestly unjust judgment constituted denial of justice.

4. Mekari courts denied justice when unlawfully recognizing and

enforcing an arbitration award.

83. The proceedings concerning to the recognizing and enforcement of an

arbitration award also reflects access to justice.

84. Firstly, enforcing an arbitration award that had been set aside at the

seat of the arbitration is against Mekar’s domestic law and

international conventions.

53 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶54.
54 Moot Problem, Procedural Order NO.3, ¶8.
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85. Pursuant to Article 5 (1)(e) of the 1958 New York Convention and

Section 36 (1)(e) of the Commercial Arbitration Act, the court cannot

enforce an arbitration that has been set aside at the seat of the

arbitration.

86. Secondly, as there were serious, precise, and consistent evidence to

show the corruption of the sole arbitrator, enforcing the revoked

arbitration would be country to public policy of Mekar.

87. Therefore, while ignoring its international obligations and domestic

law, the recognization and enforcement of the revoked arbitration

award constituted denial of justice.

88. Consequently, as Mekari courts recognized and enforced the revoked

arbitration, Mekar Airservices Ltd. rejected the Hawthorne Group’s

offer and bought Vemma’s shareholders at an unreasonably low prices

against the will of the Claimant, which also constituted abusive

treatment of investors under paragraph 2(d), Article 9.9 of the

CEPTA.55

D. The refusal to grant subsidies to Caeli by the Secretary of Civil

Aviation constituted discriminatory conduct under paragraph 2(c),

Article 9.9 of the CEPTA.

89. Arbitrary and discriminatory conducts violate FET.56 In the case

Saluka Investments BV v. Czech Republic, the Tribunal developed a

55 Moot Problem, the CEPTA, Article 9.9, ¶2(d).
56 Moot Problem, the CEPTA, Article 9.9, ¶2(c).
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test for the determination of discriminatory conduct which is “if (i)

similar cases are (ii) treated differently (iii) and without reasonable

justification”,57 which can also be applied in the present case.

90. Firstly, there were similar cases.

91. The subsidies were intended to alleviate the difficulty in airline

industry and guarantee the airline services for Mekari citizens.Caeli

satisfied the above qualifications as Caeli occupied the biggest market

share(42%-54%) of the airline industry and provided most airline

services for Mekari citizens.

92. Secondly, similar cases were treated differently as Caeli it did not get

the subsidy while other private foreign airline companies did.

93. Thirdly, such differential treatment has no reasonable justification.

94. The Secretary of Civil Aviation refused to grant subsidies to Caeli by

contending that it is a State-owned enterprise which already enjoyed

subsidies from its home state Bonooru.58

95. However,this was not a reasonable justification for its differential

treatment, because the private airlines actually received much more

subsidies from their home states than Caeli did.

96. The Respondent contends that another State-owned Enterprise did not

receive the subsidies either and that State-owned Enterprise were

57 Saluka Investments BV v. Czech Republic, at para. 313.
58 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶46.
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easier to survive the economic crisis.59

97. However, as mentioned above, the theory of State-owned Enterprise

was just assumption without legal reasoning and was vague without

the specific investment context.

98. Therefore, the refusal of granting subsidies to Caeli by the Secretary

of Civil Aviation was discriminatory and violated FET.

E. The Respondent failed to provide a stable legal framework and

frustrated the Claimant’s legitimate expectations under paragraph 3,

Article 9.9 of the CEPTA.

99. Maintenance of a stable legal and business environment is an essential

element of fair and equitable treatment.60 Under this obligation the

State must inter alia maintain a transparent and predictable

framework for investors’ business planning and investment.61 The

fair and equitable treatment is inseparable from maintenance of

stability and predictability.62 The substantial changes to the

regulatory framework were deemed to constitute an infringement of

fair and equitable treatment because the regulatory guarantees were

specifically tailored to attract foreign investors.63

100. The Claimant submits that the Respondent frustrated the

59 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶46.
60 EnronAward, ¶ 260; Occidental Award, ¶ 183; CMSAward, ¶¶ 274‐276.
61 Metalclad Award 30 October 2000, ¶ 99.
62 CMSAward, ¶ 276.
63 BG Group Plc. v. Argentina, at para. 310; National Grid Plc. v. Argentina, at para. 179.
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Claimant’s legitimate expectations as (1) the stable legal framework

was totally reversed, and (2) the denomination of airfare in US dollars

was canceled.

1. The stable legal framework was totally reversed.

101. In PSEG Global Inc. and others v. Turkey, the tribunal held that

the “roller-coaster effect” of continuing legislative changes violated

fair and equitable treatment and that “stability cannot exist in a

situation where the law kept changing continuously and endlessly”.64

102. The above does not mean that the host state shall freeze its legal

system for the benefit of the investor. “Reasonable evolution” of the

host state’s law is acceptable.65 But in the present case, the

transformation of legal framework was far from reasonable evolution.

103. When Vemma made its investment, it expected Mekar to provide

a stable legal and economic environment for the investors.However,

after the economic crisis and the governmental change, the friendly

circumstances of privatization have been totally overturned into a

nationalized and hostile circumstances towards investors.66

104. Such shift of legal framework frustrated the Claimant’s legitimate

expectation.

2. The denomination of airfare in US dollars was canceled.

64 PSEG Global Inc. and Konya Ilgin Elektrik U¨retim ve Ticaret Ltd Sˇirketi v. Turkey, at
paras. 250 and 254.
65 Schreuer (FET), p. 374.
66 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶41.
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105. For the purpose of assessing an investor’s legitimate expectations

regarding stability and predictability, the representations made by the

host state are relevant.67

106. In October 2017, Mekari authorities approved the denomination

of airfare in US dollars for all airlines operating in its territory.68

However, on January 2018, Mekari government nullified the

short-lived exemption granted to airlines,69 which frustrated an

essential guarantee to the Claimant that it could receive steady stream

of revenue in a stable currency.

107. Such reverse of promise frustrated the Claimant’s legitimate

expectation.

F. The breach of the fair and equitable treatment of the Respondent

cannot be simply justified by the right to regulate.

108. The Respondent contends that it has the right to regulate under

Article 9.8 of the CEPTA in the circumstance of economic crisis,

which may negatively interferes with an investor's expectations but

does not amount to a breach of an obligation of investment protection.

109. In response, the Claimant shall establish that (1) the Respondent

does not enjoy any absolute right to regulate and (2) the Respondent

has failed to balance this right with the legitimate expectations of the

67 CMSAward, ¶98.
68 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶40.
69 Moot Problem, Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶41.
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Claimant.

1. The Respondent does not enjoy any absolute right to regulate.

110. The Claimant admits and recognizes that the Respondent has

regulatory right to change its economic policies to combat the

economic crisis.

111. However, as in case ADC Affiliate Ltd and others v. Hungary, the

Tribunal held that while a sovereign state possesses the inherent right

to regulate its domestic affairs, the exercise of such right is not

unlimited and must have its boundaries.70

112. In this case, the Respondent is also bound by its obligations of

investment protection under the CEPTA and international law.

2. the Respondent has failed to balance this right with the

legitimate expectations of the Claimant.

113. As recognized in the series arbitral cases similarly happened after

the economic crisis of Argentina, for instance CMS Gas Transmission

Co. v. Argentina, LG&E Energy Corp. v. Argentina, Enron Corp. and

others v.Argentina and Sempra Energy International v. Argentina, the

Tribunal all held that even under the special circumstance of

economic crisis, the regulatory right cannot provide exemption for

FET violations. Which means, the regulatory right must still act in a

fair and equitable way.

70 ADCAffifiliate Ltd and ADC &ADMC Management Ltd v. Hungary, at para. 423.
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114. However, in this case, as mentioned above, the Respondent not

only refused to adapt the CCM’s airfare caps with the actual inflation

rate, but also canceled the exemption for Caeli to price its services in

dollar. Besides, it used the great loss suffered by Caeli due to the

airfare caps and bribed the arbitrator in order to purchase Caeli in an

unreasonable low price deliberately.

115. These measures were clearly and significantly unfair or

inequitable regulatory measures.

116. These measures did not comly with the proportionality principle

as well because it had been proved that they are of no benefit to

alliviate the economic crisis.

117. Therefore, the Respondent’s violation of FET cannot be justified

by its unfair use of the regulatory authority.

SUBMISSION 4: The appropriate compensation for violations of

Article 9.9 of the CEPTA should be based on the fair market value.

118. Having established that the Respondent violated fair and equitable

treatment under Article 9.9 of the CEPTA, the Claimant submits that

the Respondent should compensate in fair market value according to

(A) the principles of international law, and (B) the most favoured

nation obligation contained in Article 9.7 of the CEPTA.

A. The Respondent should compensate in fair market value

according to the principles of international law.
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119. According to the principles of international law, full compensation

should be awarded to the Claimant.

120. The general principle of reparation elucidated by the decision of

the PCIJ in the Chorzów Factory case is frequently cited by arbitral

tribunals and is widely considered to be an accurate statement of

CIL.71 The Tribunal stated:
“[I]t is a principle of international law that the breach of an engagement involves an
obligation to make reparation in an adequate form. Reparation therefore is the
indispensable complement of a failure to apply a convention and there is no necessity
for this to be stated in the convention itself.”72

121. This principle has been codified in the International Law

Commission’s Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally

Wrongful Acts (ILC Articles).73 Pursuant to Article 31, the

responsible State is under an obligation to make full reparation for the

injury caused by the internationally wrongful act.

71 Ripinsky at 35; See e.g. CMS Gas Transmission Co v Argentine Republic, ICSID
Case No. ARB/01/9, Final Award (12 May 2005) at para 400 [hereinafter CMS Gas];
Gabc�kovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary v Slovakia), [1997] ICJ Rep 7 at para 149;
Amoco International Finance Corporation v Iran, Iran-US Claims Tribunal, Award
(14 July 1987) at para 191 [hereinafter Amoco International]; SD Myers v Canada,
UNCITRAL, Partial Award (13 November 2000) at para 311 [hereinafter SD Myers];
ADC Affiliate at paras 484-99; Metalclad at para 122.
72 Case Concerning the Factory at Chorzów (Germany v Poland), Jurisdiction, PCIJ
Rep Series A No. 9 (26 July 1927) at 21 [hereinafter Chorzów, Jurisdiction].
73 James Crawford, The International Law Commision’s Articles on State
Responsibility: Introduction, Text and Commentaries (Cambridge University Press
2002) at 201 [hereinafter Crawford]; Ripinsky at 32-33, Christopher F Dugan et al.,
Investor-State Arbitration (Oxford University Press 2002) at 565. See e.g. Noble
Ventures v Romania, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/11, Award (12 October 2005) at para
69; Siemens v Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/08, Award (6 February 2007) at
para 350; ADC Affiliate at para 494.
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122. The Respondent’s breach of FET in the CEPTA was an

internationally wrongful act which caused the Claimant’s investments

to suffer losses. The Respondent is therefore under an obligation to

make full reparation for these losses.

B. The Respondent should compensate in fair market value

according to the most favoured nation obligation contained in Article

9.7 of the CEPTA.

123. The Claimant submits that the Most Favoured Nation Treatment is

applicable in this case as (1) the fair market value is more favourable

than the market value, and (2) there existed actual measures on

substantive obligations in like situations.

1. The fair market value is more favourable than the market

value.

124. The term fair market value, is intentionally distinct from similar

terms such as market value or appraised value because it considers the

economic principles of free and open market activity, whereas the

term, market value, simply refers to the price of an asset in the

marketplace.

125. In this case, the market value refers to USD 400 million when

Mekar Airservices Ltd. used bribery to purchase Caeli after the

company has been devastated by serious of unfair and inequitable

measures of the Respondent in the circumstance of economic crisis.
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However, the fair market value refers to USD 1.1 billion calculated

under the ideal business environment of Caeli.

126. Therefore, in the present case, the fair market value is more

favourable than the market value.

2. There existed actual measures on substantive obligations in

like situations.

127. Pursuant to Article 9.7 of the CEPTA, each Party shall accord to

an investor of the other Party and to a covered investment, treatment

no less favourable than the treatment it accords in like situations.

128. And for greater certainty, the treatment must be substantive and

actual, rather than just substantive obligations in other international

investment treaties and other trade agreements.

129. In the present case, tribunals established under 2006

Arrakis-Mekar BIT have consistently awarded compensation for FET

violations under Article 13 of the BIT, which is the fair market value.

130. These compensation for FET violations awarded to investors in a

third country were actual measures already taken by the Respondent,

and they all related to the substantive obligations in like

circumstances, for instance, the maintenance and disposal of the

investment.

131. Therefore, the Most Favoured Nation Treatment is applicable in

this case.
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PRAYERS FOR RELIEF

In light of the above, the Claimant hereby respectfully requests the

Tribunal to:

a. FIND that it has jurisdiction despite the Respondent’s questioning

on the Claimant’s legal standing;

b. ACCEPT the amicus submission from the CBFI and REJECT the

submission from the external advisors to the CRPU;

c. DECLARE that the Respondent treated the Claimant’s investment

unfairly and inequitably and thereby breached Chapter 9 of the CEPTA;

d. ORDER the Respondent to pay the Claimant 700 Million USD

plus interest as of the date of the violation; and

e. ORDER the Respondent to reimburse the Claimant for all costs

and expenses associated with this arbitration.
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